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Save Parkdale - NO SKYRAIL

Recently the Level Crossing Removal Project (LCRP), invited the community 
to take part in a series of webinars titled “Parkdale online community 
information sessions”.

Like much of the community we found these information sessions highly 
frustrating as we were unable to engage and instead had to endure an hour 
of the LCRP detailing their “scripted thoughts” on what’s best for our 
community in attempts to sugar coat the benefits of SKYRAIL. They also 
attempted to acknowledge some of the communities concerns, yet did not 
answer one key question, nor did they discuss the negative impacts of the 
project. In summary a unsatisfying experience.

What did come out in these information sessions was a series of Untruths
and Misrepresentations which we would like to address for the benefit of 
those in the community who are interested.

Purpose of Information 



Open Space State Government quote that… SKYRAIL at Parkdale will create around two 
“MCG’s worth of new Open Space”… NOT TRUE…! A gross miss-representation..!  

In fact not even one MCG.!

In fact over half an acre less than one MCG (2,558 sqm) and that is before you deduct the new 
additional proposed car parking. In the end there might be half of one MCG (Maximum), stuck 
in the middle of two busy roads and directly underneath Sky Rail - the rail corridor is just too 
narrow.
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Once the suggested new additional Car Parking (~ 110 spaces) 
is deducted from the area, there might be half of one MCG…! 

Two MCG’s of new Open Space –
NOT TRUE…!
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Not True

This is where the Two MCG’s of 
Open Space is supposed to fit.

Open Space
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Open Space - Parkland

Please note the un-used, un-creative and non-exciting open space delivered by the LCRP under 
the new Murrumbeena SKYRAIL. This rail corridor is approximately 6 metres wider than the 
Parkdale corridor. You will also note the lack of plants and trees. 



Visual Mass, Overlooking and Over Shadowing

Parkdale – Now
Open and Sunlit

Parkdale – With Sky Rail
Similar to Clayton

Dwarfed by Sky Rail
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Visual Mass, Overlooking and Over Shadowing

The State Government & LCRP freely acknowledge that the “massive” 3 to 4 level Sky Rail structure 
will cast shade and shadows over our vibrant neighbouring shops and residential homes….! 
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If Sky Rail is built Parkdale runs the risk of becoming a Concrete and Asphalt Jungle, 
with a complete destruction of the neighbourhood character that Parkdale residents 
have enjoyed for over 100 years.

Visual Mass, Overlooking and Over Shadowing
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Visual Mass, Overlooking and Over Shadowing
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If Sky Rail is built we will lose our open tree lined views through Como Parade East and West 
forever and create cold shadowy graffiti playgrounds isolated by two busy roads
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If Sky Rail is built we will lose the enjoyment of our sunrises in the morning along 
Como Parade West as we go for a walk, grab a coffee or some breakfast and in the 
evening we will loose our sunsets along Como Parade East forever..  

WHY…! There is no benefit or win, win.. with SKYRAIL ! The level crossing removal can 
be achieved with the preferred TRENCH solution at no additional impost to the State 
Government…

Visual Mass, Overlooking and Over Shadowing
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Visual Mass, Overlooking and Over Shadowing

Sky Rail casts deep cold shadows over Streets, Residential Homes, Local Businesses for long 
periods of the day. This is the new Murrumbeena Sky Rail, but if you look at all Sky Rails they 
are all the same. We DO NOT want this in Parkdale.

Note the shadows on the 
residential streets and homes
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Open Space – Parkland and Tree Replacement & Maintenance

During the recent Information Session the LCRP said

“MTM have quite strict requirements about what type of trees we 
plant along a trench, so no large trees can be planted because of the 
safety issue associated with trees dropping branches into the trench 
or onto rail equipment” 

How is a trench different to the existing at grade train lines that run throughout 
Melbourne? Mature trees line most of these rail corridors and have done so for 
many decades and more. Contractors regularly undertake maintenance, including 
pruning of these trees the same way the Councils maintain trees around power 
lines.  

A trench solution at Parkdale or anywhere else should not dictate whether trees 
are replanted for not… Any representation they do is misleading.
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Open Space – Parkland and Tree Replacement

Murrumbeena – Before Sky Rail 
Refer to Next Slide for After Sky Rail

Note, unfortunately the 
majority of Trees, Plants 
(vegetation) is removed for 
both design options for 
construction access.
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Open Space – Parkland and Tree Replacement

Murrumbeena – After Sky Rail –
Note not many trees or plants, grass or usable open space We don’t want this in 
Parkdale….



Open Space – Parkland and Tree Replacement
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Murrumbeena – (After Sky Rail – Note not many trees or plants, grass or usable 
open space)
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At the recent Information Session, the LCRP said;

“Here at Parkdale we believe connectivity is a key consideration for the final solution and a rail 
trench would limit the ability for those East West Connections across the rail corridor other 
than at the two roads and at the rail concourse.

And to maintain those existing connections that are there at the moment we would need to 
factor in above ground over passes that would require long large ramps to meet accessibility 
requirements” 

Existing Connections – (for over 100 years)

Not True and a 
Misrepresentation

It can be achieved - refer 
to the next slide

Seventh and Antibes Street pedestrian crossing can remain - to say it cant is not True 
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Ideally Passenger Rail should be 3% gradient 
or less… There is sufficient area to achieve all 
design requirements for a Trench Solution in 
Parkdale

There is sufficient space for a Trench solution in Parkdale, like Edithvale, Chelsea, 
Bonbeach, Mentone, Cheltenham, Bentleigh, McKinnon, Ormond, Glen Huntley, Neerim 
Road etc.
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Impacts and Benefits

During the recent Information sessions a lot of time was spent talking 
about so call benefits but nothing about the important impacts. Below is 
a summary and a retort.

Benefits of Elevated Rail Position

1 Better connected, Livable and thriving communities Not True 1 Parkdale is already all of these things, which the residents love, 

enjoy and have done so for over 100 years. We are already 

connected to the train network and our preferred trench solution 

offers the exact same improved rail connections as SKYRAIL, 

once works are completed. The statement from the LCRP is 

nothing more than an a Sugarcoat.

2 Open Space, Landscaping and play Ares under and 

around rail bridge
Sugarcoat 2 The LRCP and State Government quote that they will deliver Two 

MCG's of Open Space. This is NOT TRUE and physcially impossible 

as there simply isnt enough space. The existing Rail Corridor is 

only circa ~ 19.5 metres wide with existing carparking and roads 

either side. There is simply not enough free space to build to the 

side of Sky Rail or around it. Yes an area can be built directly 

under SkyRail in the shade, where landscaping will struggle to 

estabilish and survive with limiited sunlight and rain. Evidence 

from previous completed SkyRail projects with similar confined 

spaces & narrow rail corridors support our concerns. The 

statement from the LCRP is nothing more than a Sugarcoat.

Parkdale Community - Response View Point

LCRP view point from Information Sessions



Impacts and Benefits

Level Crossing Removal Project (LCRP) View Point

Benefits of Elevated Rail Position

3 Easier and Safer Pedestrian rail crossings Sugarcoat 3 The Residents of Parkdale have successfully used the following 

pedestrian crossings over the train line for over (100) Years;

    (a) Seventh & Antibes Street

    (b) Bethell Ave & Alameda Street

    (c) Warrigal Road

    (d) Parkers Road

No one to our knowledge complains about these crossings as 

they are more than sufficent. Equally only Birdwood and Antibes 

Street go through to the Beach, which is currently serviced by the 

existing crossing between Seventh & Antibes Street. Based on the 

standard LCRP design grades, it is evident that all the existing 

crossings could remain with our preferred Trench Design.  

4 Improved access to Shopping Village by car, bicycle and 

on foot
Sugarcoat 4 In all the information and correpondence provided to date, the 

LCRP and the State Government have said that they do not plan 

to build an additional road crossing over the train line between 

Warrigal & Parkers Road. Equally both Warrigal & Parkers Road 

intersections and crossings will have to be upgrades regardless 

whether it is our preferred Trench Solution or SkyRail. 

Parkdale Community - Response View Point

(Continues)

LCRP view point from Information Sessions
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Impacts and Benefits

(Continues)

Benefits of Elevated Rail Position

5 Opportunity for increaed shopper and commuter car 

parking
RISK 5 There is an opportunity to increase resident / community car 

parking to support our local shops and businesses, but we should 

be mindful that we don’t want to many additional car parks or as 

the LCRP put it Cummuter Car parks, otherwise Parkdale will 

become a transit hub and surrounding areas will then drive to 

Parkdale to catch the train, which will in turn create massive 

additional traffic congestion during peak morning and afternoon 

periods and on weekends for city events. Our local residential 

streets are tight and busy enough without the risk of increased 

external traffic. We need to be careful how much additional car 

parking we ask for. 

6 New Parkdale Station Open in Time for New Metro 

Tunnel services in 2025
Neutral 6 OK… But at what expense. Parkdale is changed for the worst 

forever… No thanks.. Lets get it right.. Due to COVID, the CBD 

Office space demand has changed, so to has commuter 

patronage, which has signifcantly decreased. 

7 Less Disruption during Construction Neutral 7 Having lived through the Mentone removal and watching the 

Carrum Removal, I think it is fair to say that the change in 

disruption to the local residents would be negligable to none. 

Perhaps a few less rail closures, which doesn’t justify the burden 

of SkyRail.

Parkdale Community - Response View Point

LCRP view point from Information Sessions



Impacts and Benefits
(Continues)

Benefits of Elevated Rail Position

8 Positive Impacts to Property Value from Infrastructure 

upgrades
Sugarcoat 8 Historical Home and Unit Sale Price Data retrived from DELP does 

not support the LRCP statement that SkyRail provided positive 

impacts to Property Values. This Statement itself is NOT TRUE, 

however Melbourne as a whole has enjoyed sustained price 

growth since 2014 with a couple of plato's. This growth 

unfortunately clouds property price fluctuations for properties 

adjacent or near SkyRail projects. Common sense must prevail 

here though and one must ask itself, if you were looking for a 

new home and you found two or more that were similar in 

offering and price, but one was beside or near SkyRail, which 

overlooked and over shadowed the potential home, which one 

would you buy? I'm sure for the most part we all agree it is not a 

comparable sale. Therefore if the person that has the home 

beside or near SkyRail want to sell, then they have to reduce their 

price against their equal competitors in order to sell. Therefore 

SkyRail does devalue property. In 2016 the Victorian State 

Government promised that there would be NO SkyRail on the 

Frankston line. Why in 2021 is Carrum (delivered) and now 

Parkdale (proposed) to be the only Two Stations along the 

Frankston Line to wear the life long legacy and burden of 

SkyRail....? What did we do to deserve this downgrade?

Parkdale Community - Response View Point
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Impacts and Benefits
(Continues)

Benefits of Elevated Rail Position

9 Faster travel times, more trains, more often and more 

community space are all real estate sellings points
Moot 

Point

9 Great, but all these items can be achieve with our preferred 

Trench solution and for the reasons outlined above a Trench 

Solution would provide a better positive outcome especially 

when it comes to real estate selling point.

10 Privacy maintained by wide roads Not True 10 What is this even supposed to mean? The existing rail corridor is 

already bordered by x (4) no. roads. SkyRail will NOT provide 

privacy. This statement is simply  NOT TRUE and is just another 

attempt to sugarcoat another awful SkyRail infrastructure 

project, but why?

11 Noise level reduced by eliminating level crossing noise 

and upgrading rail infrastructure
Not True 11 Yes, both our preferred Trench solution and SkyRail level crossing 

removal will result in the removal of the boom gates and ringing 

bells being removed and yes as a result new rail infrastructure will 

be installed, but SkyRail will not eliminate noise in the 

community. In fact the elevated SkyRail noise will spread further 

into the community than the current at grade rail line and will be 

alot more noticable late at night and early in the morning when 

the freight train rolls through. The preferred in trench solution 

would be substainiately queiter that the existing at grade line and 

considerably more quiet than SkyRail.

Parkdale Community - Response View Point



Impacts and Benefits

Some Impacts conveniently NOT raised by the LCRP but important to consider from a 
Resident and Community stand point regarding the State Governments proposed 1.3 km long 
SKYRAIL / SKYBRIDGE through the middle of Parkdale are;
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Did you know that the preferred TRENCH design solution verses SKYRAIL has;

Therefore the real question is WHY NOT build a TRENCH Solution like 
Edithvale, Chelsea, Bonbeach, Mentone, Cheltenham, Bentleigh, McKinnon, 
Ormond, Glen Huntley, Neerim Road etc?

* In the recent webinar the LCRP cleverly answered the question regarding cost difference, suggesting a trench was “sometimes” 
more expensive”… Apples for Apples the cost is the same.. The cost variances if any are more related to other associated external 
works, which can vary from site to site and these variances generally would have applied to both design solutions, so a moot point.

*

Impacts and Benefits

(Like the rest of the Frankston Line.)
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Sky Rail can create a blank canvas 
for graffiti and attract undesirable 
individuals into the area, creating 
un-necessary Public Order issues.

We do not want this at Parkdale

Recently completed SkyRail project… below
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In 2016 the Victorian State Government said that there would be NO SkyRail along the 
Frankston line. 

Why in 2021 are Carrum (delivered) and now Parkdale (proposed) to be the only Two 
Stations along the Frankston Line to wear the life long legacy and burden of SkyRail....?

What did we do to deserve this downgrade and urban eyesore?

There is NO existing ground condition, engineering impediment, cost impost, 
preventing the State Government from honouring their commitment to NO SKYRAIL at 
Parkdale and delivering the preferred Trench solution.

How is Parkdale different and less deserving than Edithvale, Chelsea, Bonbeach, 
Mentone, Cheltenham, Bentleigh, McKinnon, Ormond, Glen Huntley, Neerim Road etc?



Save Our Parkdale - NO SKYRAIL
Why Not a Trench Solution for Parkdale? Why SkyRail for Parkdale?

Why is the LCRP and State Government boasting beautiful new built at grade Stations over trench solutions like at 
Glen Huntley, Chelsea & Edithvale, Bonbeach etc, but proposing  SkyRail for PARKDALE which will only be the 
second elevated rail project along the Frankston line.

Particularly after the State Government categorically said 2016 that they would not build SkyRail at Parkdale or 
along the Frankston line, AND there are no ground conditions, engineering impediments, cost imposts preventing 
a Trench solution for Parkdale.

SkyRail for Parkdale..! 
WHY..?

Edithvale

Chelsea

Potential 
Parkdale

Glen Huntley
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In 2016 the State Government publicly accused the Opposition Party of lying “saying that 
the Labour Government was going to build Sky Rail along the Frankston line”. “Labour said 
it was a campaign of Lies”

“An extended elevated rail line is not possible and the Victorian Government will not be 
building one”

Fast Forward to 2021 and the Government announce the removal of the Warrigal and 
Parkers Road, Parkdale level crossings (Frankston Line) with SKYRAIL as the initial design 
solution.  

Who is telling un-truths….?

http://baysidenews.com.au/2016/06/15/sky-rail-grounded/
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Tim Richardson MP (2016) “ There is 
not an elevated structure or tunnel 
coming through Parkdale, end of 
story”…!

Jacinta Allan – MP (2016) statement “ We will not 
be building a Dandenong Line style “sky rail” on the 
Frankston Line. Any allegations we will are false,”

In 2016, the Victorian State Government said “there will not be Sky Rail on the Frankston 
Line” and that “it would not be coming through Parkdale…… end of Story…!”

Why won’t the Government stand by their commitment….?
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https://markdreyfus.com/media/local-news/liberals-lie-on-level-crossings-mark-dreyfus-qc-mp/

Mark Dreyfus QC MP 
Member of the House of Representatives for the Federal Member For Isaacs for the Labor Party

Extract from Letter to Parkdale Residents – 14th June 2016

“A continuous elevated line to remove these eight crossings is not being considered by the Victorian Government 
and they have made that clear, this week confirming that a “Sky Rail” along the Frankston Line is not going to 
happen and that there was never a plan for one” 

Who can we believe & 
trust to do the right 
thing for Parkdale….?

“The Liberal Party's dishonest 
campaign against a sky rail on the 
Frankston line is, and always has been, 
a totally false representation of the 
State Governments plans to improve 
safety on the Frankston Line and to 
improve travel times for those using 
the roads”
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Thank you for taking the time to read this information 
presentation and thank you for your continued support to 
oppose SkyRail at Parkdale. 

Most residents by now are aware of a lot of the information 
enclosed, but we hope it helps inform those who are not.

Please continue to show your support with signage on your 
front fences etc, complete petitions at www.saveparkdale.com
and write letters to the Government stating that you oppose 
SkyRail. It is important for the community to continue to stand 
together as one on the very important topic.
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http://www.saveparkdale.com/

